Jazzmaster rhythm circuit mods

Here are our essential tips for squeezing every last drop of performance out of your Jazzmaster,
Jaguar or other offset guitar â€” covering everything from new bridges and pickups to vibrato
fixes and supercharged electronicsâ€¦. Jazzmasters and Jaguars â€” and the many similar
guitars they inspired â€” are tailor-made for modding. Everything from hardware replacement to
retrofitting non-standard pickups is par for the course in the world of offsets. Here, we share
some of our favourite alterations for these two great Fender instruments. Treat this article as a
primer for your own ideas. And trust us, there are many more where these came from. Given
that Leo Fender originally meant for these guitars to be used with the heavy-gauge flatwound
strings of the day, installing a set of 0. Tuning will be more stable, the vibrato will feel smoother,
and the tone will rise like proving dough. A properly cut nut is the first line of defence against
pesky tuning problems. We recommend unbleached bone, brought to a high polish, for its
hardness and beauty, but Tusq will suffice for those with a vegan lifestyle. Increasing the angle
of the neck in relation to the body is the best way to get your guitar playing and feeling solid.
Fender accomplished this by using thin shims in the neck pocket, although a thin business card
laid flat at the pickguard side of the neck pocket works just as well. Otherwise, full-size shims
are available from guitar-part providers such as StewMac. With just a bit of maintenance, you
can keep your stock bridge and stop worrying about skipping strings and poor intonation. Place
the arm in the vice with about an inch of the inserted end poking out, then give it a good whack
with a hammer. This will slightly bend the end of the arm, forcing contact with the sides of the
collet. From string mutes to a new vibrato unit design, a fresh approach to circuitry and a body
shape optimised for player comfort, Fender crammed endless innovations into the Jaguar and
Jazzmaster. Perhaps the most popular modification for offset Fenders is replacing the stock
bridge with a more robust aftermarket part. Although a correct setup will make any Jazzmaster
or Jaguar play dependably, we recognise that not everyone has the time or the ability to go to
such great lengths. Many simply choose to change the bridge. Best understood as a heavily
upgraded Mustang-style bridge, this bridge features six individually adjustable barrel saddles
with a deep, centred groove to keep strings in place. The bridge is available in both 7. However,
this bridge is meant to rock with trem use, which certain players may find problematic.
Additionally, the fixed radius makes setups tricky for guitars with flatter fretboards. The Offset
Mastery Bridge, released in , helps to eliminate the buzzing and string movement that plagued
the bridges of original Fender offset models. Designed and manufactured by Minneapolis luthier
John Woodland and co. The gently radiused, twin brass saddles have a proprietary hard chrome
plating and deeply grooved, V-shaped channels to keep strings put. Intonation is adjustable via
two Allen screws for each saddle. For one, installing them usually requires drilling out the body
to accept new inserts. This makes it difficult to achieve a balanced and consistent action across
the fretboard. The shape of the saddles on these bridges can also prove problematic for those
who use the vibrato frequently, although this can be mitigated with lubrication and additional
filing of the grooves. These are coveted by in-the-know players for the taut response of the
original carbon steel spring. A rugged affair made from stainless steel with countersunk screws,
this modern-meets-vintage vibrato features an updated string anchor plate, an arm with
user-adjustable swing, and, best of all, a painstaking recreation of the carbon-steel spring.
These custom-machined stainless-steel plates install quickly using the same mounting holes as
the stock vibrato, enabling you to string your guitar using six keyhole anchors. For as long as
offset guitars have existed, people have complained that the stock 1 Meg volume and tone
controls are too bright and trebly, especially with certain amp rigs. Stepping down to K or K can
drastically affect the overall tonality of the instrument, and the lower the rating, the greater the
difference. On the other end of the spectrum are those who rely upon consistent operation of
the volume control â€” the Jazzmaster and Jaguar circuits may cut off far too much treble when
backed off. Treble-bleed networks are an easy mod to retain clarity and bite without altering
your basic guitar tone. Placed between the input and output lugs of your volume pot, this mod
consists of a cap in parallel with a resistor. They can either be bought from a number of vendors
or DIY-ed. One popular combination is a pF marked as capacitor and a K ohm resistor, but some
swear by a pF capacitor instead. Experiment away! The Jaguar control layout will always be
confusing, but luckily, there are alternatives. You could cram the end of a pencil eraser in there
and break it off, but if you want to retain your tonal options while keeping the switches out of
the way, spacers such as those sold by Faction Guitars are the perfect compromise. The sheer
number of pickup makers large and small means nearly every whim, within any budget, can be
catered to. Ps, humbuckers, Wide Range, Gold Foils, sustainersâ€¦ all are welcome here at the
altar of the offset. Here are eight ways to make the most of your upper-bout electronics without
dramatically changing the stock look. Note: These diagrams assume proper grounding for pots,
switches, and the jack. Removing the rhythm from your circuit is fairly easy: simply re-route the
neck pickup directly to the selector switch, the switch to the first lug of the volume pot, and

then the output from your volume pot to the output jack. Remove the secondary tone circuit to
save some weight, and you may even find your tone improved with the streamlined wiring. The
wiring diagrams that follow offer a variety of ways to inject new sonic character into your offset.
Instead of clipping the circuit, why not try to get more out of it instead? All pickup selections
will now be available. This Les Paul-like wiring scheme repurposes the rhythm circuit as a
standard volume-and-tone combo for the neck pickup and substitutes the 50K Tone for a 1 Meg
mini pot. Repurposing the rhythm circuit switch to run your pickups in either series or parallel
is a painless procedure. Players who swear by thin and funky tones will love this one. Great for
fattening up a thin sound or adding bite to a murky one, the PTB wiring has long been a secret
of studio and stage alike. Start with something simple like a Fuzz Face or Tube Screamer and
move up from there. Between the bridge and vibrato lurks an otherworldly palette of eerie
dissonance, ghostly reverb and pitch-specific resonances. Whether or not Mr Fender could
have anticipated the eventual widespread embrace of DIY enthusiasts for his
then-top-of-the-line models is up for debate. No matter the historical perspective, one thing is
clear: even those with limited experience should feel right at home adding personal touches to
their prized instruments. Happy modding! Check out other DIY guides here. New attachment
helps one-handed musicians play guitar Cillian Breathnach - 23rd February We check out this
golden wonder from in the latest instalment of The Money Shot. Nestled amid the beautiful
Green Mountains of Vermont, Froggy Bottom Guitars crafts fine acoustic instruments using
centuries-old woodworking techniques. For those that are searching for a band with influences
steeped in the golden era but confidently driving it into the 21st century, look no further.
Electric Guitars. Yet, 25 years ago, it became a million-selling commercial success thanks in
part to an appearance from the princess of pop. Essential Guides. Quite probably. Rory
Gallagher was a pioneer with a sound and style as unique as his battered Fender Strat. Buyer's
Guides. Metal machine music: The history of guitars made from metal Tony Bacon - 18th
February From National to Travis Bean, James Trussart and beyond, the bodies and necks of
guitars have been made out of metal for almost a century. Join us as we chart their history. All
Advanced Beginner Intermediate. In the first of a new series, we examine how this simple and
common system for learning the guitar contains hidden depths that could be the key to
unlocking your potential as a musician. Continuing our look at the chord shapes and sequences
used by The Beatles, we get inside the head of Paul McCartney and find a songwriting genius
with an enthusiasm for minor chords and chords from outside the key. We head into
psychedelic territory in our second part of our John Lennon lesson, as we explore the chords
and sequences used by a man spreading his creative wings. Guides DIY Workshop. By Michael
James Adams. New attachment helps one-handed musicians play guitar Gear 23rd February
The March issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Read More. The February issue of Guitar
Magazine is out now! The January issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The December issue of
Guitar Magazine is out now! The November issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Post by
Mitchell? Skip to content. Quick links. Rhythm circuit mods.. For help with setups and other
technical issues. Search Advanced search. I realised the other day I don't use the one on my
jazzmaster that often and was wondering if there were any interesting ideas floating around. Re:
Rhythm circuit mods.. I'd bypass the volume and tone controls, but if you really wanted to you
could replace the pots I think it'd be pretty dull sounding, otherwise and have them on one of
the outputs. I think its a shame that people overlook it or aren't creative enough to use it or mod
it to make it useful. I wired the rhythm circuit so that both pickups are on in parallel and
changed the 50k tone to a no load pot. This gives me an awesome rhythm tone. I turn down the
volume on this channel and leave the "lead" circuit on full bore which drives my amp's preamp
tubes nicely. Sort of an onboard boost. Sonic youth But yeh thanks for the advice guys some
cool ideas to mess around with. The rhythm switch now works with the new bridge pickup
formerly the neck pickup. However, I'm still trying to figure out why the volume is so different
for the rhythm setting and the lead setting. Both of the three-way switches went into the rhythm
circuit rout with the master volume pot in the switch-plate rout. The results are pretty "meh" but
it finally satisfied my curiosity. Plus the bridge pickup with the strangle switch and the rhythm
circuit makes a great mid-boosted, lo-fi tone. You could always do something crazy like throw
an active circuit in there, too. Switch for on and off, pots for fuzz and volume or tone. Who is
online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 8 guests. Board index Contact us.
When Leo Fender introduced the Jazzmaster in , his aspirations for the new guitar were right
there in its name. Fender's Teles and Strats were already wildly successful with country pickers
and rock 'n' rollers, but the company wanted to snipe some serious business from Gibson and
its jazz clientele. As you can read in Tony Bacon's "Fender Goes High-End: The Origins of the
Jazzmaster," Leo wasn't about to start making arched-top jazz boxes, but he did think the
Jazzmaster's pristine electronics and tonal possibilities would create some converts. Well, the

jazz players didn't really bite. But some rockers and surf guitarists found plenty to love in the
Jazzmaster's unique pickups, the selector switches that allowed players to dial in two tones at
onceâ€”and, of course, the wild offset shape. The vibrato systemâ€”while not to everyone's
likingâ€”was itself a new system that lent guitarists an easy way to introduce pitch-up and
pitch-down vibrato. Fortunately for those that didn't like it, you could easily lock it in place.
Decades later, the guitar's second life began as Sonic Youth , Dinosaur Jr. To this day,
Jazzmasters remain a popular model, available not just with best-of-class electronics, but in all
manner of budget configurations as well. In this guide, you can learn how to get the most out of
any Jazzmaster model. We'll outline the standard features first, teaching how each component
should work and offering suggestions for upgrades if necessary. Then, we'll show you how you
can get an inexpensive alternativeâ€”like Squier's Vintage Modified Jazzmaster â€”and modify it
into a top-grade machine. The curious shape of the Jazzmaster initially came about because of
Leo Fender's desire to attract top-shelf East Coast jazzers, who typically preferred to play
sitting down. Thus, he took great pains to give the Jazzmaster a body shape that was naturally
conforming to the body of a seated guitarist. As luck would have it, the offset shape also made
it look really cool, and even kind of wild and dangerous. Though often confused with
Gibson-style Ps or "soapbar" pickups, Jazzmaster pickups are completely unique in function
and tone. Jazzmaster pickups are constructed similarly to a Strat pickup in many ways, but are
much wider and flatter, in what's called a "pancake" wind. Sonically, these physical differences
make Jazzmaster pickups smoother and less mid-rangey than a P, while also being fatter,
louder, and warmer than a typical Stratocaster pickup. As such, they are tremendously versatile,
capable of delivering dulcet, jazzy cleans, Tele-like twang, and articulate, effects-friendly
distorted raunch in equal measure. Many players remain confused by the Jazzmaster's extra
switching options, but all told, the extra controls are simpleâ€”and useful. That means the lower
controlsâ€”the Volume and Tone pots and three-way toggleâ€”function as you would expect.
Just select the bridge pickup, neck pickup, or both pickups and adjust your volume and tone to
taste. Flick the top switch up, however, and you have accessed the Rhythm Circuit, in which
only the neck pickup is activated. The lower controls are now bypassed completely, and a
darker, bassier tone is in play. Use the black thumbwheels to adjust the Rhythm's volume and
tone. Leo's goal with this design was that, by flipping that top switch up and down, the player
can access both a preset rhythm tone and a preset lead tone, instead of futzing with pots and a
three-way toggle while you're playing. The Jazzmaster's floating, lockable vibrato system is
often spoken of in nightmarish termsâ€”and it does have its share of difficultiesâ€”but this is
the part of the guitar that many of its most adoring adherents find they simply can't live without.
It lets you wobble notes both sharp and flat and the arm is designed to let you manipulate the
bar constantly while playing. This is exemplified in the playing of Kevin Shields, Nels Cline,
among other devotees. That said, it's absolutely worth getting professionally set up if you plan
to use the original system. Many players' problems with this design start with the bridge, which
has a tendency to buzz, rattle, and allow strings to pop out of its shallow saddle grooves during
hard playing. There are a number of fixes for this, though. Many players will swap the stock
bridge for a Fender Mustang bridge , which is similar in design but has deeper grooves and is
less prone to rattling though not immune. When browsing used Jazzmaster listings on Reverb,
you'll often find models with the Mustang bridge already installed. Another option is the very
popular aftermarket Mastery Bridge, a brilliantly engineered piece of hardware endorsed by
many of today's masters of jazz. You can also find Mastery-equipped used and vintage
Jazzmasters on Reverb. As it was designed for jazz guitarists, the Jazzmaster was originally
intended to be strung with heavy-gauge flatwound strings. Thus, the stock bridge can often
work quite well after a switch to a set of 11s, 12s, or 13s not necessarily flatwound , and a good,
professional setup. This option also has the benefit of retaining all of the Jazzmaster's sonic
idiosyncrasies, which are often muted by some of the more popular modern day modifications.
Lots of players have a hankering for a Jazzmasterâ€”and a limited budget shouldn't stand in the
way. Why not buy a low- or medium-priced model and upgrade it with new pickups and wiring?
Take a look at the stock Squier Vintage Modified Jazzmaster. And a few key changes can
transform it into a great instrument with vintage-spec parts. You can also find deals on Fender's
higher-end but discontinued Vintage Reissue Jazzmasters , both US- and Japan-made, which
are already historically spec'd. The Squier comes with a pair of Seymour Duncanâ€”designed
single-coil pickups and budget electronic components. In general, the Duncan pickups are
hotter and brighter than vintage Jazzmaster pickups, and the bridge pickup likely will sound too
harsh for those with vintage tastes. Your choice of pickups will have an enormous effect on
your tone. There are a lot of good options available, particularly Curtis Novak's. His pickups not
only sound amazing but offer a great deal of variety to boot. His secret lies in the artistry of his
hand-winding technique, coupled with his vast knowledge of pickup designs, which he has

developed over more than 25 years in the business. That said, Seymour Duncan makes its own
vintage-spec replacement pickups, the Seymour Duncan Antiquity II for Jazzmasters , and
browsing through Reverb's aftermarket Jazzmaster pickups will yield more options. To
complete your electronics upgrade, you'll ideally include vintage-style 22 AWG cloth wire and
higher-quality CTS pots , as opposed to the lesser-quality pots and wiring used in budget
models. The pot values and taper, as per vintage specifications, should be:. For the capacitors,
use the value. Squiers and some other budget Jazzmaster models may not have any shielding
on the pickguard, which will be a very noticeable issue when you're plugged into an amp.
Jazzmasters have a loud cycle hum. It's caused by single-coil pickups and exacerbated by the
long wire runs required to cover the large surface area of the instrument. Surprisingly, the
Squier's control cavity pictured right is shielded with conductive paint, which is a nice bonus,
but you'll still want to properly shield the pickguard. To shield the pickguard, use either a
Fender aluminum shield or Rothstein Guitars copper shield. The Rothstein copper shield was
patterned after an original Jazzmaster pickguard, but it's universal and can be trimmed to fit any
available pickguard, including the Squier. Tools needed to install the copper shield include an
awl, Exacto blade, and spray adhesive. To reuse the original Squier pickguard, you'll need to
enlarge the Lead Circuit's pot holes with a hand reamer for the slightly larger CTS pots. Wiring
will be straightforward for anyone with basic soldering tools and skills. You can find a
traditional Jazzmaster wiring diagram on Rothstein's site here. A completed Lead Circuit is
depicted below. Observe the liberal use of heat-shrink tubing, which is optional but can prevent
the inadvertent "ground-outs" that may occur when installing the wiring harness into the guitar.
That can happen when a "hot" connection inadvertently makes contact with a ground point.
Optional features include a treble-bleed mod, also known as a "volume kit. One variation that
works well is a. The following photograph shows the completed Rhythm Circuit. Insulate the
tone capacitor with heat shrink tubing to prevent ground-outs. The last step connects the
guitar's bridge ground and shield wires to the wiring harness ground. The wires are labeled A,
B, and C in the photograph below. Points A and B connect to the cavity shielding, and point C is
the bridge ground. Twist the ends of the three wires together and solder them to the casing of
the volume pot, as displayed in the photograph. Depicted below is the final wiring harness,
ready to be mounted into your guitar. Plug it in and enjoy the dramatic improvement in tone.
Above, we discussed ways to upgrade a stock Squier Vintage Modified Jazzmaster. Here we'll
lay out some wiring mods that can give your offset more versatility and put the Rhythm Circuit
to good use. One mod reconfigures the Lead Circuit to make the guitar more like a Les Paul by
employing two independent volume controls, one for each pickup. That way, players can blend
a percentage of neck pickup with the bridge pickupâ€”or vice versa. I would recommend
sticking with the stock value of 1 meg pots. Some continue the Les Paul wiring approach by
assigning an independent tone control to each of the two independent volume knobs. The
treble-cut control, which is a low-pass filter, functions like a standard tone control. A low-pass
filter allows frequencies lower than the cutoff frequency to pass, and higher frequencies are
rolled off. The cutoff frequency is controlled by the capacitor and resistor values. The bass-cut
control is another animal entirely. A high-pass filter allows frequencies higher than the cutoff
frequency to pass, and lower frequencies are rolled off. What does it sound like? Check out the
following three sound samples. Component selection is important for the bass-cut control. You
can experiment with the capacitor value in the range of. The smaller the capacitor value, the
more pronounced the bass cut. For example, a. For the pot value, stick with 1 meg, and the
reverse taper is critical for the pot to provide a gradual bass roll-off. The diagram below shows
how to incorporate the PTB tone stack into the initial diagram. Note that with the treble cut
control, the capacitor is directed to ground, whereas with the bass cut control the capacitor is in
line with the signal. The photo includes a closeup of the bass and treble tone controls. Note the
liberal use of heat shrink tubing to prevent ground-outs during installation. In traditional
Jazzmaster wiring, when the two pickups are combined via the toggle switch, they are in
parallel. Rewiring the slide switch can engage a series connection, which yields a significantly
different sound. In the following sound sample, you can hear the same pattern, first in parallel
and then in series. This wiring scheme produces an unexpected byproduct. When the series
connection is engaged, the toggle switch in the bridge position yields no sound at all. Others
dislike having a dead toggle switch position when in series mode. Each set of solder lugs is
referred to as a pole. The traditional Jazzmaster slide switch is a double-pole double-throw
DPDT switch, and therefore has two poles. You need a three-pole double-throw switch 3PDT ,
which is available from mouser electronics Swithcraft brand, part LX. You can find a detailed
diagram depicting the extra third pole on the slide switch here. Now, hopefully at this point
you've absolutely mastered your Jazzmaster. If you have more tips and techniques for getting
the most out of your Jazzmaster, let us know in the comments. Your purchases also help

protect forests, including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Shipping Region:
Ukraine Learn More. Reverb Articles. The Jazzmaster's Unique Features. Jazzmaster Bridge and
Vibrato System. How to Upgrade Jazzmaster Electronics. Wiring Kit. Squier's Control Cavity.
Stock Squier pickguard and shield. Copper shield applied. Treble-Bleed Mod. Completed
Rhythm Circuit. Connect to the Wiring Harness Ground. Soldered to the Casing of the Volume
Pot. Final Wiring Harness. Jazzmaster Lead Circuit with dual volume controls. Click to view full
size. Completed rhythm circuit. Final wiring harness. Buying Guide: Jazzmasters. Learn
everything you need to know to choose the right Jazzmaster for you. Your guide to the latest
gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe. By clicking
Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to receive emails. Reverb Gives Your
purchases help youth music programs get the gear they need to make music. Carbon-Offset
Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally used to make
instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something. Please check the fields highlighted in red.
Yes, that's correct Do not update. Users browsing this forum: niksureal and 14 guests. Skip to
content. Quick links. Jazzmaster Rhythm circuit mods Talk about modding or building your own
guitar from scratch. Search Advanced search. New here hope this is the right section for this
question Does anyone have modified their wiring on the JM rhythm circuit? I don't use it very
much and I would like to get a different sound, maybe phase inverter or something more
jaguar-like? It will probably be used more than I used rhythm circuit on my jaguar, though,
which is why I went for it. Use the switch for series parallel Again a pretty comprehensive rewire
It all depends on what you want and how much you think you can do When thinking about any
advice given always ask yourself "why would s he know more than I do". But at least I'll
definitely make a post about the completed guitar, when it's done. I started paintwork of the
body and neck matching headstock in October, but then the project stalled due to the cold and
humid Danish fall and winter weather. Both body and neck needs final sanding and more clear
coat. All parts are sourced, so it'll be a quick assembly when the clear have cured. I'm going
with Fralin pickups. Hum-cancelling in bridge position and 'vintage' in neck. It's a one-piece
swamp ash body an impulse buy from Guitar MIll's summer sale last year and a Musicraft neck
made from flamed quartersawn maple with rosewood fretboard. The 'blaugrau' blue grey finish
looks great when mocked up with a parchment guard. It's a borderline boring, solid colour, but
it's grown on me. After I first shot it, I was hugely disappointed, because I thought it was a
metallic finish I havn't decided on the filter cap and pot values yet. Roller pots for volume and
tone on a trem cavity mounted piezo. With seperate vol and tone for each pickup. I haven't
utilized the switch yet, but eventually I'm going to make it bypass the pots straight to the output.
So, that makes a lot of possible sounds I'm really curious how your "Blaugrau"-finish and your
whole project worked out?! Any pics yet? I don't even have my Squier Jazzmaster in hand yet, I
had to send the one I got back to Sweetwater as the neck pickup was not working correctly. So
of course never having owned one, first thing I'm going to do is live with it for awhile. I don't
have a compulsive need to mod guitars, as I'm developing some pedal circuits I have way more
than enough to keep the soldering iron busy. A long time ago I put a 5 way super switch into a
Tele clone along with a hot rails pickup but I didn't have a grand scheme in mind. Maybe I'll dig
that one out of the closet and rethink. But anyway The high pass control sounds like a good
possibility. So that's ONE pot you could repurpose. Maybe the second pot could go to a
fixed-frequency varitone made with one of those little transformers? It's a little odd in that the
pot only works in 1 of 5 switch positions. However the fixed frequency means you're not
constantly rotating a 5-pole switch wondering if that's "better" than the other setting. If I did this
on a JM using a separate inductor , I'd just hang it off the output jack so it would affect all
pickup settings. That's just down to taste of course, and even with it disengaged I wasn't thrilled
by the P type pickups. All that said, does the Squier Deluxe JM really need to cut out any
midrange? On the Yamaha, using this setting gives a more "acoustic" type tone than you can
get otherwise. The Deluxe JM already has as far as I could tell a very sparkly sound but, well,
who knows. So, if you had one pot for the bass cut, and the other for an adjustable midrange
notch, you could use the switch for: built in distortion? Well those are my crazy ideas, not
based in any practical reality. Who is online Users browsing this forum: niksureal and 14
guests. Board index Contact us. New V-Mod II Jazzmaster single-coil pickups are more
articulate than ever while delivering the sparkle and chime the Jazzmaster is known for. The
bridge pickup has a tap function that allows both a powerful, throaty sound or a lower-output
vintage sound. At the flip of a switch, the rhythm circuit puts both pickups in series for a thicker
tone with increased output, controlled by independent volume and tone roller pots. V-Mod II
Jazzmaster pickups are voiced specifically for each position, slightly overwound for punch and
presence, yet retaining vintage warmth and clarity. The rounded neck heel and beveled
neck-plate improve access to the upper register and make leads easy and comfortable. The

hand-rolled fingerboard edges and Super-Natural satin finish provide a supremely comfortable
feel. Narrow-tall frets deliver a vintage feel with modern playability, especially effective for
bending notes and playing chords up the neck with perfect intonation. Yes, please have a dealer
in my area contact me using the information I have submitted. I understand that my information
will be shared with the dealer and may be used by the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model :
Fingerboard Material Maple Rosewood. This item is currently not available. Highlights Specs
Support Highlights. Body Material. Neck Material. Bridge Pickup. Bridge Pickup, Position 2.
Bridge and Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck Pickup. Support Manual Warranty. Recommended
Gear. MTG Tube Tremolo. Professional Series Coil Cable, Tweed, 30'. Adjustable Guitar Stand.
We didn't find any dealers in your area. Try searching a different location below or contact
Fender Customer Service at Loading dealers Please wait while we search for any available
online dealers. All online dealers listed here will have the specified product in stock, ready for
purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find any online dealers in stock at this time. Contact your
local dealer for operating hours. Email Address. Phone Number. Comment character limit. Back
to the Site. Browse More Premium Dealers. Moderators: drumsound , tomb. Message Board
Skip to content. Quick links. If you've always loved the look of the Fender Jaguar and
Jazzmaster but you weren't completely sold on the tone, I have dug up some mods that made
my Jaguar into a tone machine! The jaguar pickups themselves sound similar to strat pickups,
and therefore the Jaguar's sound is due to the volume and tone pot values. So if you want to
make these guitars sound more like your strat, you can change the values of the potentiometers
by using resistors since chaning the pots isn't practical - the rhythm pots are a special size and
mounted sideways. A 1 meg resistor put across the two opposite left and right lugs on your
jaguar's K volume potentiometer will make it close to a K value like humbucker guitars usually
have useful for a 2 humbucker Cobain style jaguar. Using 2 1 meg resistors parallel to
eachother, meaning side to side, will put the pot value around K, turning your jag sound into a
strat type sound. Another really useful mod is the treble bleed mod which makes the guitar
sound thinner as the volume is turned down. Then instead of both the volume and tone knobs
making the guitar sound duller, they volume and tone work opposite to eachother - the volume
knob makes the guitar sound thinner, and the tone knob makes the guitar sound duller. There
are 3 basic types, all of which have adjustable capacitor and resistor values which makes
deciding which type to do pretty confusing. The simplest, and oldest type is simply a.
Apparently this was used on old telecasters in combination with the 1 meg pots they had. So I
tried this first and it is fantastic sounding on the lead pickup useful on the rhythm pickup too so
I didn't bother trying the others types. I play lead guitar so this helped get me that jangly fender
sound that cuts through. The other treble bleed mods are the duncan mod and the kinman mod.
The duncan mod is a resistor and a cap in parallel, the kinman mod is the same capacitor and
resistor in series. More info about this is included in the website near the bottom. If you're really
a badass, you can always gut the wiring if you find it confusing or overly complex especially for
the Jaguar with all those switches! I have another Jaguar that I'm working on that I had a
custom pickguard made for so that there isn't the cutout for the three pickup switches This set
up would be probably be much more comfortable for a guitar player who is used to gibson
guitars. Now my baby sounds just as good as she looks! I've also done a bit of customizing the
wiring on my Jazzmasters and Jaguar. The next mod I have planned is for my Bass VI reissue.
Usually the jaguar and jazzmaster are ignored by the general public and then there's like the
super fans who don't want to change it so finding that middle area can be hard. This sounds like
nothing, but it changed the angle of the neck and put more down pressure on the "Unique"
bridge, giving me more output,sustain, and a bigger but still Jazzmastery tone. Every other
guitar I own has had the Tone Sucking pots removed, but I haven't felt like pulling all of those
screws out on the Jazz yet. If someone out there tries these mods, or has their Tone sucking pot
out on the "normal" wires on thier Jazz, let me know if it's worth all of those damn screws:
Thanks. Thanx, Tony C. Velvetone Studios velvetonestudios gmail. Another tip for the bridge, to
lock it in place, is to use bic pen shafts. On my CIJ jaguar, the bic was pretty much the perfect
diameter to squeeze in tightly and have the bridge slide in nice too. On my american jaguar, it
didn't fit until I cut a little slice out lenth-wise. I recommend this material because it couples the
bridge to the bridge posts well and increases sustain as well as being easy to come by. I also
use a mustang bridge on my guitar which is more solid and heavy duty. With these mods
together there is a very noticeable increase in sustain. With the bridge mods and the neck angle
adjustment, in combination with very heavy or light strings,it's easy to have the bridge in a
position where you have the saddles out of whack for intonation. You can use a regular guitar
tuner to see if it's close enough to work. I would recommend maybe around 2 business cards
worth of thickness but it depends on your individual neck pocket. It may take you having the
neck off 4 or 5 times to get it right but it's worth it. Tony I also think the reason you haven't

needed to bypass the tone pots is because 1 meg is considered "wide open" and close to not
being there when turned all the way up. It's not that I havent wanted to cut out the tone pots, it's
just a real pain to take these apart!! I don't even take more than one string off at a time cause
these guys get touchy set up wise too easily. I find that pulling the volume knob back to about 9
takes any harsh treble out, and find the tone knob on the "Normal" circuit useless. I'll get
around to it one of these days. There is no reason that I can find to leave any unnessecary
resistance in ANY signal path, let alone one as low output as an electric guitar. I can't tell you
how much happier people are once you convince them to cut out thier tone pots. You get more
pure output and an "airier" tone, read larger freq. Pretty subtle, but definately there. Now add
that extra responsiveness to increased output and wider frequency range, and try to figure why
they even put tone pots on guitars anymore!! The only people I've seen really use thier tone
pots are young jazz guys trying to get that Wes Montgomery tone, but almost every good jazz
guy I've seen just backs the volume knob down to the 4 to 6 range and leaves the tone pot up. I
don't know how any of this applies to active pickups, as I've never used them outside of trying
out a guitar at a music store. Sorry to get so into the tone pot deal, but I think people are so
used to having them on their guitars that they don't realise that they dont NEED them. To make
a long post longer: here's a little story. We had hired a new temporary lead guitar player for our
group. His father had given him a '55 Strat reissue as a present. This guitar came with the
vintage style 3 position pickup selector as well as a more modern '57 5 way switch that could be
connected if he wanted. While working on sounds and feel for certain songs the guitar just
wasn't cutting it. I had him try our other guitar player's Squire strat and use the neck with
middle position a' la Jimi, and everyone agreed that it was happening. STILL, we couldn't
convice him to put in the 5 way switch on his guitar, as he said that it wasn't "Vintage" It's a
reissue guitar!!! So he ended up touring without his favorite guitar because he refused to try the
5 way switch that came with the guitar for a reason!! Moral: Vintage isn't always better, and just
because something has always been there, i. Lead: K volume pot 1 meg parallel resistor ,
duncan style treble bleed mod with. Rhythm: simple treble bleed mod with just the. The lead
volume cuts bass in a smooth way because the bleed mod has the resistor in parallel. The
rhythm bleed is more dramatic and cuts the bass out quickly. I play lead so I favor less bass in
my guitars especially fenders. This guitar has a jangly fender or a round vintage tone sound
depending on whether I choose rhythm, lead or both. I tailored this to my vox ac so you might
want to do something vintage for your fender amp. Super stoked! Before: After: Now I have one
last part of the overhaul I'm going to probably go with Novak or something custom with
adjustable pole pieces. The pickup height that I have set for best sound makes the low and high
E have different sound because they are much closer to the pole pieces. Sounds awesome right
now, but when I have money burning a hole in my pocket I recently installed a set of Kinman
pickups and pots. Now she sound as good as my Tele! I pretty much gutted the electronics last
night. I'll try out my guitar at band practice to see how it fits in the "mix. But I think people take
for granted how well a strat fits in the mix and how it sounds on its own. It is sort of a
compromise because you need to cut through but you also don't want a guitar that's painfully
bright Anyway here's what I did now. I totally changed the rhythm circuit. If you know how this
guitar is set up, it just doesn't make sense these days. I made the switch on the upper control
plate a phase swith for the rhythm pickup. I left the weird switch that puts a cap in way of the
lead pickup because it sounds okay and I can always leave it switched off. So basically I have
LP with p90s wiring and a phase switch. The guitar sounds good and so different that I can't
even remember what I started with! The way it sounds I'm thinking the K pots are a big part of
the P90 sound. I put most of the pot values at K. As weird as the K pots in these guitars are, the
rhythm tone pot is 50K! This makes the rhythm circuit sound very dull indeed. I put a K resistor
in the way of ground, making the tone value about K and it livened the rhythm pickup right up! I
made the mistake of putting the resistor to ground in the pictures of an earlier post and that
made the lead pot value 2 megs! Sounded pretty weird like that but actually really good through
an old fender deluxe. I'll auditon the modifications at band practice. The only thing I could see
changing are the pot values to I can also try using the tone controls to reduce the treble
harshness and maybe I'll take off the rhythm treble bleed. I'm not sure yet. I'll post a wiring
diagram soon. Quite useful. Just rewired an old Musicmaster earlier today and was pleased with
the results As for the usefulness of tone pots That said, I've had a '76 Tele for the last eight
years or so, and one of the things I've always loved about it is how musical and effective the
volume and tone controls on it are I'd been saying for years that I should note the values of
everything under the control plate, and replicate those on my other guitars, which is exactly
what I did with the MM today Not only does the Musicmaster just sound generally better, but the
controls actually WORK and sound musically useful So yeah I guess the point is, I wouldn't
write off tone pots. Done well, they're pretty damn cool. I recently got one of the new J Mascis

sig jazz's and immediately replaced the PU's with Lollars- which are amazing. I'm not too
knowledgable on this stuff, so are these decent pots, or are there far better things to use with
the circuit? The guitar itself is great, but the electronics are pretty crap. I want to bring
everything up to level of pickups i put in the thing. Any help is much appreciated! Who is online
Users browsing this forum: darjama and 20 guests. Tape Op Magazine. They're not complicated
and offer plenty of options. Learn how to use common Jazzmaster controls and then check out
our favorite Jazzmaster picks of If you're a fan of the Fender Jazzmaster , you've no doubt
noticed some standout differences in its classic and modern configurations. Looking for a
beginner guitar? Our interactive gear guide, FindYour. However, the classic Jazzmaster
configuration is considerably more elaborate. The lead circuit offered standard controls for a
Fender guitar: single master volume and tone control knobs on the lower bout, and a
three-position pickup selector toggle switch on the same side of the guitar. The model also
featured a warmer, darker-sounding rhythm circuit, with its own separate volume and tone
control wheels on the upper horn. If you're used to a simpler control system, the various
features of the classic Jazzmaster might seem overwhelming to take in at first. But if you've
been hankering to try a traditional model out, here's a quick guide to getting the exact sound
you're after. The pickup selector switch gives three options: Neck pickup, bridge pickup, or
both pickups together. You can activate the lead circuit by setting the upper horn slide switch in
the "down" position toward the neck. To activate the Jazzmaster's rhythm circuitâ€”which is
fully separate from the leadâ€”simply move the upper-bout slider switch to the "up" position
away from the neck. The two inside wheels on the upper horn next to the slider switch are the
circuit's volume and passive tone controls. The wheel nearest the slider switch will set your
volume. An important note: When in the rhythm setting, only your neck pickup will be
operationalâ€”your bridge pickup will be deactivated. More than one unaware player has
mistaken a Jazzmaster in rhythm mode for one with a faulty bridge pickup! Also, while in
rhythm mode, the pickup selector switch and lower-bout volume and tone controls become
non-functional. So, as we've seen, there are two ways to set a Jazzmaster so that only your
neck pickup is heard. You can either set the pickup selector switch to neck-only in lead mode,
or simply put the guitar into rhythm mode. You'll find that the rhythm circuit's
neck-only-by-design tone is noticeably darker than the lead circuit's neck-only tone. The rhythm
circuit tone control uses a potentiometer with a different electrical value than the one used for
the lead circuit, resulting in the differing sonic result you hear. Now that you have a basic grasp
of the traditional Jazzmaster's controls, we're sure you'll enjoy figuring out how to incorporate
its range into your personal repertoire. With its fret neck and a 9. Two humbucker pickups push
this model into the future by offering new high-output tonal possibilities. Looking for a classic
single-coil tone? He has been playing this classic Fender body shape for decades, making him
a pioneer and ambassador of the instrument. For his signature model, J specified the Vintage
White finish, gold annodized pickguard and aged white tone controls which give this instrument
a modern yet classy look. The single-coil pickups were chosen for their full-bodied and
authentic hard rock sound. Keeping you in tune as you play is the Adjusto-Matic bridge along
with a vintage-style "floating" tremolo tailpiece, granting an added touch of original-era
authenticity. This guitar is for the player looking for the golden era sound and style that defined
the decade. Where this guitar really shines is it its tone. Two '60s jazzmaster single-coil pickups
and the solid alder body give enable this instrument to channel the warm, rich tones that guitars
of this era are known for. Jim Root or to Slipknot fans 4 of Slipknot and Stone Sour is a rock
guitar veteran with over 25 years of touring and recording experience. The JR Daemonum
pickups capture the range of Jim's tones from warn cleans to high-gain overdrives. Why fiddle
with the knobs when you could be shredding? Maintain control over bends, dive bombs and
vibrato better with jumbo frets and a fast 12"-radius. Watch Jim Root demo and discuss his
signature model below. Some players can find the standard Perfect for players with
smaller-sized hands or young guitaristsDo not be fooled by this guitar's small size. The mini
version of our most iconic model has every bit of mojo of the full sized version. Enjoy a loud
and warm tone that sustains thanks to dual high-output humbucker pickups and a hardtail
bridge. Tech Talk. By Jeff Owens. The Rhythm Circuit To activate the Jazzmaster's rhythm
circuitâ€”which is fully separate from the leadâ€”simply move the upper-bout slider switch to
the "up" position away from the neck. Neck And Neck So, as we've seen, there are two ways to
set a Jazzmaster so that only your neck pickup is heard. Supporting Membership. Forums New
posts Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close
Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. What to do with Jazzmaster rhythm circuit? Thread starter trumpus Start

date Sep 19, Messages 2, I recently picked up a Squier JM in an attempt to scratch my offset
itch. I love the guitar - feels great, the pickups sound good will probably change these at some
point and the previous owner upgraded the bridge to a Staytrem which is great! I am finding,
however, that the rhythm circuit is quite dark and I am unlikely to use this. I am wondering what
kinds of mods folks have done to make this a more useable option? Any advice would be great.
Messages 6, I go back and forth on it. As it is, stock, it sounds awesome with fuzz! Otherwise,
using it as a kill switch is cool, or yanking it out entirely. Jon C Gold Supporting Member.
Messages 17, Leave it stock IMO. You have to pick your spots with it. AdmiralB Member.
Messages 3, A couple things: The tone pot on the rhythm circuit is only 50K. It's always
bleeding off a significant amount of treble. You could replace it with a 1M pot like the volume ,
then you'd have essentially a duplicate of the 'lead' circuit The 'traditional' JM rhythm circuit
wiring has an unusual setup on the tone pot. The net result is, as you turn the tone down, not
only do you shunt highs, you also add series resistance to the output reducing volume AND
highs. I don't care for that, and I usually rewire the tone pot to be 'normal' requires moving one
wire. Interestingly, I noticed that some old Duncan schematics show it the way I do it. Here's
"original":. Last edited: Sep 19, Mincer Member. Messages 4, Many people who play
Jazzmaster's interestingly, no actual Jazz Masters play them change that one wire on the tone
knob. Or they avoid turning it. I would suggest it though, and if you want that dark sound later
on, dedicate a fuzz with the pedal's tone down to approximate it. PixMix Member. K-Line Vendor.
Messages 8, Clip out the circuit and wire like a tele. You will hear the guitar breathe new life. I
never use that circuit, it is not a bypass circuit so it effects everything to some degree. K-Line
said:. AdmiralB said:. I have heard of just resetting the rhythm circuit as a 2nd set of controls
for whatever setting your pickup selector is at. This is what I would do I don't get this - when the
circuit is switched out, it's totally out. The signal path is still connected so the signal will travel
through the switch and create more interference. Disconnect it and you will hear the difference.
Messages 38, I've tried a few mods with the rhythm circuit. Wire the switch to completely
bypass all of the volume and tone controls, to get a completely direct out sound. Added a
hi-pass filter on one of the rollers and made it switchable with the switch. I think I tried Gibson
style wiring with the extra rollers, but substituted higher value pots. I still have the hi-pass mod
on the guitar. Its nice use when you are playing in the neck pickup to get some clarity, or in the
bridge pickup you can get really convincing Strat sounds. Messages Hey I hope someone can
help me with this, it's virtually "impossible" but that's only according to people who aren't really
trying and openly admit they don't know- This is probably an old question but I need help since
I don't want to reopen the box after installing the copper shielding. My problem is that I want to
convert the rhythm circuit to an in-series switch when the rhythm bout is engaged- with, Hold it,
with the stock parts and pots in use as is. So it would simply go from one neck pickup to both,
in-series. What I already tried, with an electrical engineer, was to solder a wire from the bridge
pickup - pole to the middle lug of the volume pot. I soon realized that this was wrong because
the signal path must be reaching the tone pot first. Can anyone with more reliable workspace
and interests in experimenting confirm whether or not grafting this wire from the negative pole
of the opposite pickup to the pot lug as usual from what I remember about strat mods of the
tone pot on the rhythm bout will work? I'm trying to get help but there's waiting times and
obviously this isn't a high dollar modification. For clarity, please avoid recommending I call an
expert because I already did that and they were super rude, like, several times. I'm not into
Sonic Youth or any of that mangled grunge stuff because I'm solidly playing whether I have this
mod or not but I am seeking an in series tone. Again, it's - pole of the bridge to the middle lug of
the tone pot or somewhere about there. Going to the volume pot is a very effective kill switch
but not what I want. Thanks for your help or time if you read. Last edited: Apr 7, I want to
convert the rhythm circuit to an in-series switch when the rhythm bout is engaged- with, Hold it,
with the stock parts and pots in use as is. Danocaster likes to wire the rhythm circuit to the
bridge pickup. Mr Fingers Member. Admiral B nailed it for me. I'd rewire it into whatever tonal
range you desire, as it's easily done. Or, do what most Jazzmaster owners do -- just leave it
alone, off forever. But seriously -- changing some cheap components and values is easy, fun,
and works. You must log in or register to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the
Quad Cortex? So what do y'all think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. Will
Kemper be dethroned? Which pedals were instant keepers for you, no drama, no doubts?
Started by skiltrip Feb 17, Replies: All components are treated with Caig Deoxit for long trouble
free use. They feature our custom made copper shields , only available at Rothstein Guitars. We
are offering the following 6 wiring configurations. Vintage - This will be "vintage correct"
including the proper color coded vintage style cloth wire black, white, yellow, red, blue and
green. The only enhancements over vintage wiring will be the inclusion of a treble retention
circuit volume kit and our high quality copper shield. JM - Your pickup will have 2 modes:

normal gain and high gain! No batteries, no preamps, just 2 version of a pickup in one. Curtis
Novak's amazing JM pickup is built on his very popular JM platform, but takes this great pickup
to a whole new level. Like with his JM this will fit in a standard Jazzmaster pickup route. My
intention was to add a lot of versatility to the Jazzmaster. I find that you can get a really versatile
range of sounds for styles of music ranging from punk to bebop to har
chevy silverado manuals
pamela dodge
66 mustang hood
d rock without sacrificing the required "twang" for that classic surf sound. The dual dial-a-tap
controls allow you to blend in the desired amount of coil tap. When fully tapped the 2 pickups
are still hum-canceling because one pot shorts the north coil of one pickup and the other pot
shorts the south coil of the other pickup. In addition, the mod is completely bypassable think
true bypass using the slide switch. Get 15 sounds out of your bridge pickup!! We are not talking
about 15 filters. We are talking about transforming your pickup from one voiced for clean tones
at 4K, to a thicker version at 8K, to one voiced for crunch at 12K to another voiced for a hard
edge at 16K. It will provide you you with the ultimate combination of tone and versatility, it is
really easy to use, and it looks really cool to boot!!! The amazing thing is this pickup has 2
modes: Full Humbucking mode, and Single Coil sounding mode. But get this No 60 cycle hum is
anywhere to be found. Secure Online Ordering.

